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QUESTION 1

An Amazon Web Services (AWS) auto-scale FortiGate cluster has just experienced a scale-down event, terminating a
FortiGate in availability zone C. 

What action will the worker node automatically perform to restore access to the black-holed subnet? 

A. The worker node applies a route table from a non-black-holed subnet to the black-holed subnet. 

B. The worker node moves the virtual IP of the terminated FortiGate to a running FortiGate on the worker node\\'s
private subnet interface. 

C. The worker node modifies the route table applied to the black-holed subnet changing its default route to point to a
running FortiGate on the worker node\\'s private subnet interface. 

D. The worker node migrates the subnet to a different availability zone. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements about the Amazon Cloud Services (AWS) network access control lists (ACLs) are true? (Choose
two.) 

A. Network ACLs are stateless, and inbound and outbound rules are used for traffic filtering. 

B. Network ACLs are stateful, and inbound and outbound rules are used for traffic filtering. 

C. Network ACLs must be manually applied to virtual network interfaces. 

D. Network ACLs support allow rules and deny rules. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/vpc/latest/userguide/vpc-network-acls.html 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements about Amazon Web Services (AWS) networking are correct? (Choose two.) 

A. Proxy ARP entries are disregarded. 

B. 802.1q VLAN tags are allowed inside the same virtual private cloud. 

C. AWS DNS reserves the first host IP address of each subnet. 

D. Multicast traffic is not allowed. 

Correct Answer: CD 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/sdkfornet/v3/apidocs/items/EC2/TIEC2.html 
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QUESTION 4

An organization deployed a FortiGate-VM in the Google Cloud Platform and initially configured it with two vNICs. Now,
the same organization wants to add additional vNICs to this existing FortiGate-VM to support different workloads in their
environment. 

How can they do this? 

A. They can create additional vNICs using the Cloud Shell. 

B. They cannot create and add additional vNICs to an existing FortiGate-VM. 

C. They can create additional vNICs in the UI console. 

D. They can use the Compute Engine API Explorer. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://fortinetweb.s3.amazonaws.com/docs.fortinet.com/v2/attachments/62d32ecf-687f-11ea9384-0050569
2583a/FortiOS-6.4-GCP_Cookbook.pdf 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to deploy FortiGate VM devices in a highly available topology in the Microsoft Azure cloud. The 

following are the requirements of your deployment: 

Two FortiGate devices must be deployed; each in a different availability zone. 

Each FortiGate requires two virtual network interfaces: one will connect to a public subnet and the other 

will connect to a private subnet. 

An external Microsoft Azure load balancer will distribute ingress traffic to both FortiGate devices in an 

active-active topology. 

An internal Microsoft Azure load balancer will distribute egress traffic from protected virtual machines to 

both FortiGate devices in an active-active topology. 

Traffic should be accepted or denied by a firewall policy in the same way by either FortiGate device in this 

topology. 

Which FortiOS CLI configuration can help reduce the administrative effort required to maintain the 

FortiGate devices, by synchronizing firewall policy and object configuration between the FortiGate 

devices? 

A. config system sdn-connector 
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B. config system ha 

C. config system auto-scale 

D. config system session-sync 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortigate/6.2.0/cookbook/84777/using-standaloneconfiguration-
synchronization 
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